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The Greatest Stories Never Told 100 Tales From History To
Astonish Bewilder And Stupefy Rick Beyer
Focusing on the grit and determination that makes survival under extreme circumstances possible, the authors collect amazing stories of
survival from across the globe. Original. 25,000 first printing.
Tuberculosis is the greatest killer of all time. In this century and the previous one, it was responsible for the deaths of a thousand million
human beings. Half way through the 20th century, people did not believe that a cure would ever be possible, but a few scientists
throughout the world each played a part in finding that cure. The discovery changed history, yet that story has never been told.
Presents a collection of heroic true stories from airport firefighters, hazardous materials experts, smoke jumpers, and New York City
firefighters who survived the collapse of the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001.
The Ghost Army of World War II describes a perfect example of a little-known, highly imaginative, and daring maneuver that helped open
the way for the final drive to Germany. It is a riveting tale told through personal accounts and sketches along the way̶ultimately, a story
of success against great odds. I enjoyed it enormously. ‒ Tom Brokaw In the summer of 1944, a handpicked group of young
GIs̶including such future luminaries as Bill Blass, Ellsworth Kelly, Arthur Singer, Victor Dowd, Art Kane, and Jack Masey̶landed in France
to conduct a secret mission. Armed with truckloads of inflatable tanks, a massive collection of sound-effects records, and more than a few
tricks up their sleeves, their job was to create a traveling road show of deception on the battlefields of Europe, with the German Army as
their audience. From Normandy to the Rhine, the 1,100 men of the 23rd Headquarters Special Troops, known as the Ghost Army, conjured
up phony convoys, phantom divisions, and make-believe headquarters to fool the enemy about the strength and location of American
units. Between missions the artists filled their duffel bags with drawings and paintings and dragged them across Europe. Every move they
made was top secret and their story was hushed up for decades after the war's end. The Ghost Army of World War II is the first publication
to tell the full story of how a traveling road show of artists wielding imagination, paint, and bravado saved thousands of American lives.
Hate/Smile
Sprouting Wings
100 Tales from Military History to Astonish, Bewilder, and Stupefy
Revive Us Again
The Story Behind
The Greatest American WWII POW Escape Story Never Told

Almost three centuries have passed since the oldest manuscript of "The Thousand and One Nights" arrived in Europe. Since then, the
"Nights" have occupied the minds of scholars world-wide, in particular the questions of origin, composition, language and literary
form. In this book, Muhsin Mahdi, whose critical edition of the text brought so much praise, explores the complex literary history of
the "Nights," bringing to fruition the search for the archetype that constituted the core of the surviving editions, and treating the
fascinating story of the growth of the collection of stories that we now know as "The Thousand and One Nights,"
In The Greatest Stories Never Told: Covert Ops, attorney and author Larry Yadon has written some of the greatest tales about covert
operations, which are military operations that conceal the identity of the sponsor of the operation. These are not twice- or thrice-told
tales, but the ones you haven’t heard before. It is an unforgettable collection, and includes stories of legendary operations from early in
the history of covert operations up through present-day Afghanistan and Iraq and elsewhere in the world.
"A fiftieth anniversary celebration of The Greatest Batman Stories Ever Told, as written and drawn by many of the greatest writers
and artists ever to grace the comic art medium!"--Cover p. [4].
Search the annals of military history and you will discover no end of quirky characters and surprising true stories: The topless dancer
who saved the Byzantine Empire. The World War I battle that was halted so a soccer game could be played. The scientist who invented
a pigeon-guided missile in 1943. And don't forget the elderly pig whose death triggered an international crisis between the United
States and Great Britain. This is the kind of history you'll find in The Greatest War Stories Never Told. One hundred fascinating
stories drawn from two thousand years of military history, accompanied by a wealth of photographs, maps, drawings, and documents
that help bring each story to life. Little-known tales told with a one-two punch of history and humor that will make you shake your
head in disbelief -- but they're all true! Did You Know That: One military unit served on both sides during the Civil War The War of
Jenkins's Ear was actually fought over a sea captain's ear Daniel Boone was once tried for treason A siege on Poland in 1519 gave birth
to the marriage of bread and butter Discover how war can be a catalyst for change; an engine for innovation; and an arena for valor,
deceit, intrigue, ambition, revenge, audacity, folly, and even silliness. Want to know how the mafia helped the United States win World
War II, when the word bazooka was coined, or how Silly Putty was invented? Read on!
Rivals Unto Death
Covert Ops
Pain Peace & Prosperity
Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr
New York's Finest
The Greatest Sports Stories Never Told
What most of us don't know about our presidents could fill a book—and this just happens to be that book! From the archives of The History
Channel comes a treasure trove of quirky presidential history that will truly astonish, bewilder, and stupefy. Like Abraham Lincoln's duel or Jimmy
Carter's UFO sighting . . . and let's not forget about the president who went skinny-dipping in the Potomac every day! That's the kind of presidential
history you'll find in The Greatest Presidential Stories Never Told: One hundred little-known stories to make you shake your head in wonder. If you
want to find out how "Hail to the Chief" came to be the president's song, why the Oval Office isn't square, which president saved the game of football,
and why Washington, D.C., could have been named Hertburn, this is the book for you. Did You Know About: The custody battle that made George
Washington an American? The counterfeiters who tried to steal Lincoln's body? The woman who brought down Andrew Jackson's cabinet? The man
who was president for a day? You know what makes the presidents famous, but it's the stuff you don't know that makes them interesting. A feast of
fascinating presidential tidbits awaits.
The gritty, true blue story of two remarkable cops and an equally extraordinary nurse who provided the spirit and smarts that transformed Fear City
into the safest big city in America. NEW YORK'S FINEST is the story of a city's transformation through the tireless efforts of Detective Steven
McDonald, Nurse Justiniano, Jack Maple, and a host of hero cops—including the great niece of Jazz Age great Josephine Baker—the finest of The
Finest. The son and grandson of cops, Officer McDonald was shot and paralyzed from the neck down while on patrol in 1986. The doctors said that if
he did survive, he would be better off dead. It was then he came under the care of one Nurse Nina Justiniano. Where the teenage gunman was
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produced by the worst of Harlem's social ills, she personified its many graces, rescuing Steven from despair and urging him to transcend hate and
bitterness. McDonald was then promoted to detective at the urging of NYPD Deputy Commissioner Jack Maple, a postal worker's son who sported a
bow tie, Homburg hat, and two-tone shoes as he implemented transformative crime-fighting strategies to deter violent subway robberies. Coming up
in the force, Maple had been routinely mocked for imagining the impossible: that Times Square would one day be a destination for families and
tourists. Now, resentments and tensions are mounting in the same neighborhoods that most benefited from the careful consideration of officers like
McDonald and Maple. But as NEW YORK'S FINEST illustrates, their legacies, and those of people like Nurse Justiniano, may well rescue New York
City from its present state of unrest and struggle in the wake of protests and the pandemic.
The inspirational and true story of James Herman Banning, the first African American pilot to fly across the country, comes to life in this picture book
biography perfect for fans of Hidden Figures and Little Leaders. Includes art from a Coretta Scott King award-winning illustrator. James Herman
Banning always dreamed of touching the sky. But how could a farm boy from Oklahoma find a plane? And how would he learn to fly it? None of the
other pilots looked like him. In a journey that would span 3,300 miles, take twenty-one days, and inspire a nation, James Herman Banning proved that
you can't put barriers on dreams. Louisa Jaggar incorporates over seven years of research, including Banning's own writings and an interview with the
aviator's great-nephew. She teams up with cowriter Shari Becker and award-winning illustrator Floyd Cooper to capture Banning's historic flight
across the United States. "A pathos-filled picture book that celebrates the life of a figure in American history who hasn't been featured often." -School
Library Journal, Starred Review "A story well worth sharing." -Kirkus Reviews
Discover hidden mysteries behind the early Christian teachings, suppressed by the Church and shunned by the clergy. This is a not a book for the faint
of heart who bow to the dogmas, distortions and coercion of organized religions, but it is for those who seek wisdom and knowedge. From Leonardo
da Vinci's sacred geometry and the five-pointed star to the star of Bethlehem, you will uncover the mysteries of the heavens above and the heaven
within while expanding your knowledge of astrology, mythology and psychology. Transform your life. Master the power and magic of the spoken
word, light, and the subconscious mind. Secrets hidden for centuries are now uncovered in this astonishing revelation.
100 tales of invention and discovery to astonish, bewilder, and stupefy
The Greatest Stories Ever Played
The greatest story ever told
The Greatest Firefighter Stories Never Told
The Greatest War Stories Never Told
The Untold Story of the Most Daring Spy Mission of World War II
The Torah is the first five books of the Hebrew and Christian Bible. Torah means to teach. What does the Torah
teach? How does the Torah teach? Scholars agree the Bible evolved from an oral tradition to its written form.
This book examines the messages of the Book of Genesis, the first book of the Bible, based on what those
messages would have sounded like to an audience in the original oral tradition. The episodes of Creation and the
21 separate stories of the iconic figure of Abraham are recast under the microscope of the prevailing Near
Eastern context of their birth. The reader is invited to experience the vivid world of antiquity and for the first
time hear The Greatest Story Never Told.
Like a scene from Where Eagles Dare, a small team of American spies parachutes into Italy behind enemy lines.
Their orders: link up with local partisans and sabotage the well-guarded Brenner Pass—the Nazis' crucial supply
route through the Alps—thereby bringing the German war effort in Italy to a grinding halt.
In The Greatest Special Ops Stories Ever Told, editor Tom McCarthy has pulled together some of the finest
writings about Special Operations that capture readers imaginations, meticulously culled from books, magazines,
movies, and elsewhere. It is an unforgettable collection, and includes stories by Marcus Luttrell (author of Lone
Survivor), Mark Owen (author of No Easy Day; the Firsthand Account of the Mission that Killed Osama Bin
Laden), William Morgan, Christian McBurney, James Otis, H. Beam Piper, Duane Schultz, Hampton Sides,
Michael Haas, Ben S. Malcolm, and many others. It includes legendary tales from the French and Indian Wars up
through present-day Afghanistan and Iraq. We’ve all read about the killing of Bin Laden and the heroics of Chris
Kyle and the SEALs and other special forces teams. Who hasn’t seen or heard about the extraordinary success of
the book and movie American Sniper? But what many people don’t know is that they follow in a direct line from
the earlier and equally lethal efforts of Special Forces in wars throughout our history. Special Operations have
been going on since man first started fighting--from the Trojan War (think Trojan horse) to the American
Revolution and the Civil War, and from World War II to Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan. In one place, The
Greatest Special Ops Stories Ever Told pulls together all of the greatest tales.
Encourages Methodists to re-explore their spiritual identities in order to stir up dormant passions and challenge
contemporary critiques of the faith.
The Greatest Presidential Stories Never Told
The Greatest Batman Stories Ever Told
100 Tales from History to Astonish, Bewilder, and Stupefy
The True Story of James Herman Banning, the First African American Pilot to Fly Across the United States
The Greatest Love Story Ever Told
The Greatest Story Never Told : the Human Story of the Search for the Cure for Tuberculosis and the New Global
Threat

History isn't always made by great armies colliding or by great civilizations rising or falling. Sometimes it's made when a
chauffeur takes a wrong turn, a scientist forgets to clean up his lab, or a drunken soldier gets a bit rowdy. That's the kind
of history you'll find in The Greatest Stories Never Told. This is history candy -- the good stuff. Here are 100 tales to
astonish, bewilder, and stupefy: more than two thousand years of history filled with courage, cowardice, hope, triumph,
sex, intrigue, folly, humor, and ambition. It's a historical delight and a visual feast with hundreds of photographs,
drawings, and maps that bring each story to life. A new discovery waits on every page: stories that changed the course of
history and stories that affected what you had for breakfast this morning. Consider: The Pilgrims landed on Plymouth
Rock because they ran out of beer Some Roman officials were so corrupt that they actually stole time itself Three cigars
changed the course of the Civil War The Scottish kilt was invented by an Englishman Based on the popular Timelab
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2000® history minutes hosted by Sam Waterston on The History Channel®, this collection of fascinating historical tidbits
will have you shaking your head in wonder and disbelief. But they're all true. And you'll soon find yourself telling them to
your friends.
Internationally renowned, award-winning theoretical physicist, New York Times bestselling author of A Universe from
Nothing, and passionate advocate for reason, Lawrence Krauss tells the dramatic story of the discovery of the hidden
world of reality—a grand poetic vision of nature—and how we find our place within it. In the beginning there was light. But
more than this, there was gravity. After that, all hell broke loose… In A Universe from Nothing, Krauss revealed how our
entire universe could arise from nothing. Now, he reveals what that something—reality—is. And, reality is not what we think
or sense—it’s weird, wild, and counterintuitive; it’s hidden beneath everyday experience; and its inner workings seem
even stranger than the idea that something can come from nothing. In a landmark, unprecedented work of scientific
history, Krauss leads us to the furthest reaches of space and time, to scales so small they are invisible to microscopes, to
the birth and rebirth of light, and into the natural forces that govern our existence. His unique blend of rigorous research
and engaging storytelling invites us into the lives and minds of the remarkable, creative scientists who have helped to
unravel the unexpected fabric of reality—with reason rather than superstition and dogma. Krauss has himself been an
active participant in this effort, and he knows many of them well. The Greatest Story challenges us to re-envision
ourselves and our place within the universe, as it appears that “God” does play dice with the universe. In the incisive
style of his scintillating essays for The New Yorker, Krauss celebrates the greatest intellectual adventure ever
undertaken—to understand why we are here in a universe where fact is stranger than fiction.
From the bestselling author of The Greatest Stories Never Told series, the epic history of Alexander Hamilton and Aaron
Burr's illustrious and eccentric political careers and their fateful rivalry. The famous duel between Alexander Hamilton and
Aaron Burr was the culmination of a story three decades in the making. Rivals unto Death vividly traces their rivalry back
to the earliest days of the American Revolution, when Hamilton and Burr--both brilliant, restless, and barely twenty years
old--elbowed their way onto the staff of General George Washington. The fast-moving account traces their intricate tug-of
war, uncovering surprising details that led to their deadly encounter through battlefields, courtrooms, bedrooms, and the
wildest presidential election in history, counting down the years to their fateful rendezvous on the dueling ground. This is
politics made personal: shrill accusations, bruising collisions, and a parade of flesh and blood founders struggling--and
often failing--to keep their tempers and jealousies in check. Smoldering in the background was a fundamental political
divide that threatened to tear the new nation in two, and still persists to this day. The Burr and Hamilton that leap out of
these pages are passionate, engaging, and utterly human characters inextricably linked together as Rivals unto Death.
Rick Beyer, the author of the acclaimed History Channel® series The Greatest Stories Never Told, returns with new
historic tales, this time focusing on amazing war stories Search the annals of military history and you will discover no end
of quirky characters and surprising true stories: The topless dancer who saved the Byzantine Empire; the World War I
battle that was halted so a soccer game could be played; the scientist who invented a pigeon-guided missile in 1943; and
don't forget the elderly pig whose death triggered an international crisis between the United States and Great Britain. This
is the kind of history you'll find in The Greatest War Stories Never Told. One hundred fascinating stories drawn from two
thousand years of military history, accompanied by a wealth of photographs, maps, drawings, and documents that help
bring each story to life. Little-known tales told with a one-two punch of history and humor that will make you shake your
head in disbelief -- but they're all true! Did You Know That: One military unit served on both sides during the Civil War
The War of Jenkins's Ear was actually fought over a sea captain's ear Daniel Boone was once tried for treason A siege
on Poland in 1519 gave birth to the marriage of bread and butter Discover how war can be a catalyst for change; an
engine for innovation; and an arena for valor, deceit, intrigue, ambition, revenge, audacity, folly, and even silliness. Want
to know how the mafia helped the United States win World War II, when the word bazooka was coined, or how Silly Putty
was invented? Read on!
The Greatest Story NEVER Told
The Greatest Story Ever Told--So Far
The Big Break
An Oral History
The Book That Will Change Your Life
Video Games and the Evolution of Storytelling
The Greatest Stories Never Told100 Tales from History to Astonish, Bewilder, and StupefyHarper
This book is based on the true history of Allah "the Father" and His great Nation of Gods and Earths known as the Five
Percenters. This is the greatest story that was never told by the Gods and the Earths during their younger years with
Allah "the Father" from the early 1960s up until the time of his assassination on June 13, 1969. This was a time of
struggle for the Black Man, Woman, and Child (the Universal Family). This was the time of "the Big Five", who were:
Allah "the Father", who brought about the Nation of Gods and Earths known as the Five Percenters; the Honorable Elijah
Muhammad, who was the last and greatest messenger of Allah, also the leader and teacher of the Black Muslims;
Malcolm X of the new arrival; Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., the civil rights leader; and the Black Panther Party on the East
and West coasts. These five groups were called the Big Five, because they had the attention of every Black Man,
Woman, and Child in the wilderness of North America and other parts of our planet. There was a host of other Black
groups as well. This was a time when the Five Percenter's teachings were being taught/spoken so plain and simple that
even a child could understand. Black people were on the rise, and it was a time for a change—for Black Man, Woman,
and Child to take their place on earth. Peace!
Black Mexico: The Greatest Story Never Told by author Lamont Muhammad opens the mummy's tomb on the identity of
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the original owners of Mexico, the Americas, Asia, the Isles of the Pacific and Africa. The Aboriginal Black man was the
first to inhabit the Americas in large numbers before other people knew the world was round according to modern
archaeologists and anthropologist today as they continue to document their research. It was written for the African and
Indigenous people whom the author met in southwest Mexico in 1998 and learned that those people had been officially
omitted from history books there, except for slight references to slavery. They expressed their yearning to want to know
more about themselves for the sake of themselves and especially their children. Black Mexico is a thumbnail sketch of
world history, with an emphasis n African and Mexican history. It includes bibliographical notes from selected scholars on
the subjects as well as also introducing the reader to the teachings of the Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad and the
theology of the Nation of Islam as a window through which to better examine human history and current affairs. An
extreme eye opener for knowledge seekers.
An arresting collection of murder and mayhem from the front pages of history that captured the whole world's attention.
The Greatest Special Ops Stories Ever Told
Stories of the NYPD and the Hero Cops Who Saved the City
The Greatest True Crime Stories Ever Told
The Greatest Story Never Told by the Gods & Earths Who Were There!
Why Are We Here?
A Novel
100 tales of invention and discovery to astonish, bewilder, & stupefy Meet the angry undertaker who gave us the pushbutton phone. Discover how modesty led to the invention of the stethoscope. Find out why Albert Einstein patented a
refrigerator. Learn how a train full of trumpeters made science history. Did you know about: The frustrated fashion
designer who created the space suit? The gun-toting newspaperman who invented the parking meter? The midnight
dreams that led to a Nobel Prize? They're so good, you can't read just one!
The author of the highly successful History Channel series The Greatest Stories Never Told returns with new historic
tales, this time focusing on amazing music stories that aren’t taught in the average classroom Rick Beyer plums the vast
archives of the History Channel to deliver a treasure trove of obscure and fascinating stories to delight and entertain. The
Greatest Music Stories Never Told continues the series tradition with short, fascinating tales accompanied by an array of
stunning and diverse photographs from around the globe. The Greatest Music Stories Never Told illuminates the origins
of a fascinating range of music topics, from instruments and styles to composers and technological advances—all which
show us how little we really know. Guaranteed to astonish, bewilder, and stupefy, this all new volume will appeal not only
to history buffs but to pop culture audiences and music fans of all ages and stripes.
Hate/Smile - The Greatest Story Never Told is an autobiography of Neal Studzinski. Neal is the epitome of resilience,
faith, self-belief, and perseverance. Suffering from bipolar disorder, Neal picks himself up each time his mental illness
attempts at knocking him down. Read the book to know how Neal withstands adversities and bounces back from his
challenging mental disorder and other problems in life. Neal Studzinski is a multi-talented creative mind who has shown
his prowess as a marketing professional, entrepreneur, front-end web developer, and writer. A business graduate from
Baker College of Clinton Township, MI, Studzinski went to high school on 8 Mile and hung out with Eminem and his
roommates: Robert Claus (Chedda' Bob), Mike (Manix) & Matt (Butterfingers) Ruby, and the late James Deel (Chaos
Kid). He learned to walk the walk at a young age hanging out with those guys. He already knew how to talk the talk."It will
be difficult for you to believe some of the events that took place in my life, luckily I have witnesses for most of it and I'm
taking the time to document it in my debut book; an Autobiography Hate/Smile - The Greatest Story Never Told "
The story opens in the stinking latrines of the Schubin camp as an American and a Canadian lead the digging of a tunnel
which enabled a break involving 36 prisoners of war (POWs). The Germans then converted the camp to Oflag 64, to
exclusively hold US Army officers, with more than 1500 Americans ultimately housed there. Plucky Americans attempted
a variety of escapes until January, 1945, only to be thwarted every time. Then, with the Red Army advancing closer every
day, camp commandant Colonel Fritz Schneider received orders from Berlin to march his prisoners west. Game on! Over
the next few days, 250 US Army officers would succeed in escaping east to link up with the Russians - although they
would prove almost as dangerous as the Nazis - only to be ordered once they arrived back in the United States not to talk
about their adventures. Within months, General Patton would launch a bloody bid to rescue the remaining Schubin
Americans. In The Big Break, this previously untold story follows POWs including General Eisenhower's personal aide,
General Patton's son-in-law, and Ernest Hemingway's eldest son as they struggled to be free. Military historian and Paul
Brickhill biographer Stephen Dando-Collins expertly chronicles this gripping story of Americans determined to be free,
brave Poles risking their lives to help them, and dogmatic Nazis determined to stop them.
The Greatest Love Story Never Told
The Greatest Science Stories Never Told
Black Mexico
The Assured Triumph of Human Inevitability and Superiority
The Brenner Assignment
In this fun and informative YA Non-fiction title, Dustin Hansen, author of Game On!, a self-confessed video game addict with over
20-years experience in the gaming industry, examines the storytelling skills shown in some of the most beloved and moving games
of all time. We all know that video games are fun, but can a video game make you cry? Can it tell you a powerful love story? Can a
video game make you think differently about war? About the environment? About the choices you make? Whether it's playing
through blockbuster-esque adventures (Uncharted, God of War, The Last of Us), diving deep into hidden bits of story and lore (Red
Dead Redemption II, Bioshock, Journey) or building relationships that change the fate of the world itself (Persona 5, Undertale),
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video games are bringing stories to life in ways that are immediate, interactive and immersive. Focusing on some of the best, most
memorable, experiences in gaming, The Greatest Stories Ever Played, examines the relationship between gaming and storytelling
in a new way.
Presents thirty-four true stories from the world of sports, demonstrating feats of determination and incredible luck
Pain Peace & Prosperity is a 3 part book series which details the extremely hard and complex upbringing of rapper/actor Brian
"Saigon" Carenard. Saigon is mostly known for his recurring role on H.B.O.'s hit show Entourage; as well as being a legend in the
NY underground Hip Hop scene for well over a decade. Before there were any film crews and music studios, there was project
housing, poverty and years of being incarcerated that plagued Saigon's life. In this 3 part book series, he explains the source of the
PAIN, that put him in search of the PEACE, that would ultimately lead to some PROSPERITY. This is the reality of the guy who
duped Turtle on Entourage. The reality of the guy who has had multiple public fist fights with other famous rappers. The reality of
the guy we seen on Love and Hip Hop NY struggling to co parent with the mother of his son. This is the 100% complete, real and
honest, in his own words, GREATEST STORY NEVER TOLD. It a most certainly a must READ...... Read and Review now.
Inspired by the popular History Channel( Timelab 2000 series, this book features the most startling stories ever plucked from the
pages of history. 200+ photos & illustrations.
The Greatest Story in Sports - Green Bay Packers 1919 -2019
100 Tales from History to Astonish, Bewilder, & Stupefy
How One Top-Secret Unit Deceived the Enemy with Inflatable Tanks, Sound Effects, and Other Audacious Fakery
The Greatest Stories Never Told
Everything I Never Told You
The Greatest Story Never Told

*A New York Times Bestseller* Megan Mullally and Nick Offerman reveal the full story behind their epic
romance—presented in a series of intimate conversations between the couple, including photos, anecdotes, and the
occasional puzzle. The year: 2000. The setting: Los Angeles. A gorgeous virtuoso of an actress agreed to star in a
random play, and a basement-dwelling scenic carpenter said he would assay a supporting role in the selfsame pageant.
At the first rehearsal she surveyed her fellow cast members, determining if any of the men might qualify to provide her
with a satisfying fling. Her gaze fell upon the carpenter, and like a bolt of lightning the thought struck her: no dice. Moving
on. Yet, unbeknownst to our protagonists, Cupid had merely set down his bow and picked up a rocket launcher...that
fired a love rocket (not a euphemism). The players were Megan Mullally and Nick Offerman, and the resulting romance,
once ignited, was...epic. Beyond epic. It resulted in a coupling that has endured to this day; a sizzling, perpetual tryst that
has captivated the world with its kindness, athleticism, astonishingly low-brow humor, and true (fire emoji) passion. How
did they do it? They came from completely different families, ignored a significant age difference, and were separated by
the gulf of several social strata. Megan loved books and art history; Nick loved hammers. But much more than these
seemingly unsurpassable obstacles were the values they held in common: respect, decency, the ability to mention
genitalia in almost any context, and an abiding obsession with the songs of Tom Waits. Eighteen years later, they're still
very much in love and have finally decided to reveal the philosophical mountains they have conquered, the lessons
they've learned, and the myriad jigsaw puzzles they've completed. Presented as an oral history in a series of
conversations between the couple, the book features anecdotes, hijinks, photos, and a veritable grab bag of tomfoolery.
This is not only the intoxicating book that Mullally's and Offerman's fans have been waiting for, it might just hold the
solution to the greatest threat facing our modern world: the single life.
“What we call imagination is actually the universal library of what’s real. You couldn’t imagine it if it weren’t real
somewhere, sometime.” – Terence Mckenna Scientific theories that were once considered right and mighty were later
proven wrong. This is the case even with the best and most thorough scrutiny and investigation. There is no knowing
when a better scientific theory will come to replace the old. It is clear that the study of Sumerian clay tablets will continue
to interest areas of science, history, archaeology, cosmology, and more, due to its continued “effect” of encompassing
studies from unrelated fields. The Sumerians were the most extraordinary people who ever lived on the face of the earth.
They seemed to come from out of nowhere, and they single-handedly invented civilization when most of the rest of the
world was still living in the Stone Age. What’s more, they did it thousands of years before anyone else. The Sumerian
civilization was already ancient when it ended in 2004 B.C., twenty centuries before Julius Caesar, sixteen centuries
before Socrates, and seven centuries before Tutankhamen. “The highest form of ignorance is when you reject something
you don’t know about.” ~ Wayne Dyer
This story is based on a true love story that spanned almost two decades. The names and places have been changed to
protect the privacy of the individuals involved in this affair. The chronological sequence of events has been maintained for
continuity. All the stories and experiences are based on facts. This book is about a love story that was kept secret for 18
years and perhaps shouldve remained a secret. The first book related to this love story was a book of poems entitled
Somewhere, Sometime, Somehow: Love Poems and Short Stories published in 2008 by this author and Xlibris. For the
perceptive reader of this book one can trace the ups and downs of our love relationship. These 18 years were filled with
robust love and passion for each other. Perhaps it was fantasy; perhaps it was the most real thing we will ever
experience. The heartbreaking part of this love affair is that I am not really sure my lover ever really understood or
appreciated my profound and unconditional love for her. I opened my heart to her through poetry and thoughtful letters,
but she rarely showed me what was in her heart. Perhaps it was a one-sided love affair, but I surely think and hope not. I
was convinced that she truly loved me through her words and actions. At least I experienced a pure love that I had only
dreamed was possible. The story is told mainly through the exchange of letters and emails to each other. Perhaps
readers can experience and hopefully feel the deep love we felt for each other.
Surprising history of ordinary things Learn the fascinating history and trivia you never knew about things we use daily
from the host of The Story Behind podcast. Everyday objects and major events in history: Every single thing that
surrounds us has a story behind it. Many of us learn the history of humans and the major inventions that shaped our
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world. But what you may not have learned is the history of objects we surround ourselves with every day. You might not
even know how the major events in history (World Wars, ancient civilizations, revolutions, etc.) influenced the inventions
of things we use today. The history and science behind the ordinary: From the creator of The Story Behind podcast
comes this revelatory new book. The Story Behind will give insight into everyday objects we don’t think much about
when we use them. Topics covered in the podcast will be examined in more detail along with many new fascinating
topics. Learn how lollipops got started in Ancient Egypt, how podcasts were invented, and why Comic Sans was created.
Learn the torture device origins of certain exercise equipment and the espionage beginnings of certain musical
instruments. Ordinary things from science to art, food to sports, customs to fashion, and more are explored. Readers will:
• Understand the wonders behind everyday objects • Learn truly obscure history and fun facts that will change the way
they see the world • Learn how major historic events still affect us today through seemingly mundane things • Become
formidable trivia masters
The Ghost Army of World War II
230 Tales from History to Astonish, Bewilder, and Stupefy
Tuberculosis
The Extraordinary History Behind Ordinary Objects
100 Tales from Music History to Astonish, Bewilder, and Stupefy
The Greatest Music Stories Never Told
The acclaimed debut novel by the author of Little Fires Everywhere and Our Missing Hearts “A taut tale of ever deepening and quickening
suspense.” —O, the Oprah Magazine “Explosive . . . Both a propulsive mystery and a profound examination of a mixed-race family.”
—Entertainment Weekly “Lydia is dead. But they don’t know this yet.” So begins this exquisite novel about a Chinese American family
living in 1970s small-town Ohio. Lydia is the favorite child of Marilyn and James Lee, and her parents are determined that she will fulfill
the dreams they were unable to pursue. But when Lydia’s body is found in the local lake, the delicate balancing act that has been keeping
the Lee family together is destroyed, tumbling them into chaos. A profoundly moving story of family, secrets, and longing, Everything I
Never Told You is both a gripping page-turner and a sensitive family portrait, uncovering the ways in which mothers and daughters, fathers
and sons, and husbands and wives struggle, all their lives, to understand one another.
The Thousand and One Nights
The Greatest Survivor Stories Never Told
The True History of Allah and His 5%
A Scientific Inquiry Into the Evidence of the Fall of Man from a Higher Civilization in Antiquity
The Greatest Story Never Told - Oral Tradition and The Development of Messages In The Book Of Genesis
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